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Abstract

Introduction: Critical for advancing a Learning Health System (LHS) in the U.S., a

regulatory safe harbor for deidentified data reduces barriers to learning from care at

scale while minimizing privacy risks. We examine deidentified data policy as a mecha-

nism for synthesizing the ethical obligations underlying clinical care and human sub-

jects research for an LHS which conceptually and practically integrates care and

research, blurring the roles of patient and subject.

Methods: First, we discuss respect for persons vis-a-vis the systemic secondary use of

data and tissue collected in the fiduciary context of clinical care. We argue that, with-

out traditional informed consent or duty to benefit the individual, deidentification may

allow secondary use to supersede the primary purpose of care. Next, we consider the

effectiveness of deidentification for minimizing harms via privacy protection and maxi-

mizing benefits via promoting learning and translational care. We find that

deidentification is unable to fully protect privacy given the vastness of health data and

current technology, yet it imposes limitations to learning and barriers for efficient

translation. After that, we evaluate the impact of deidentification on distributive justice

within an LHS ethical framework in which patients are obligated to contribute to learn-

ing and the system has a duty to translate knowledge into better care. Such a system

may permit exacerbation of health disparities as it accelerates learning without mecha-

nisms to ensure that individuals' contributions and benefits are fair and balanced.

Results: We find that, despite its established advantages, system-wide use of

deidentification may be suboptimal for signaling respect, protecting privacy or pro-

moting learning, and satisfying requirements of justice for patients and subjects.

Conclusions: Finally, we highlight ethical, socioeconomic, technological and legal

challenges and next steps, including a critical appreciation for novel approaches to

realize an LHS that maximizes efficient, effective learning and just translation without

the compromises of deidentification.
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1 | BACKGROUND

In the U.S., HIPAA1 does not restrict sharing health data when

18 classes of identifiers are removed and human subjects protections

do not apply to secondary research on deidentified data. This regula-

tory “safe harbor” for deidentified data connects the clinical context

of Hippocratic duties and HIPAA with biomedical research and the

Common Rule.2 Strengthening this bridge, the HITECH Act (2009)3

mandated digitization of medical records and the Cures Act (2016)4

broadened data sharing and use of “real world data” for the advance-

ment of health technology. Relaxed regulatory requirements for use

of deidentified patients' data and tissue has been instrumental for

accelerating learning from care, transforming medicine for the

digital age.

The concept of Learning Health Systems (LHS) captures this mod-

ernization of health care by envisioning continuous and seamless

incorporation of research into practice, blurring historic ethical and

practical distinctions between patients and subjects.5 Faden et al6

propose a novel framework for upholding the principles of respect for

persons, beneficence and justice in LHS that combines clinical and

research ethics. A radical departure from tradition, the framework

asserts that patients are obligated to contribute to learning and that

the system is obligated to translate knowledge into improved care.

Safe harbor for deidentified data facilitates the use of patient data to

promote the implementation of an ethical LHS. We examine whether

the privacy protections afforded by deidentification are consistent

with the optimal synthesis of moral obligations to individuals as both

patients and subjects when diverse clinical, pre-clinical and transla-

tional research are systematically embedded in care.

First, we reflect on deidentification's function of permitting data

created in the fiduciary context of clinical care to be used without

informed consent or duty to benefit the individual. Second, we con-

sider the effectiveness of deidentification for privacy preservation,

impact on scientific advancement, and efficiency for an integrated

model of care and research. Third, we examine whether systemic use

of deidentified data may exacerbate documented structural injustice7

in health care by enforcing patients’ obligation to contribute to learn-

ing without ensuring equitable distribution of benefits. We conclude

with a survey of ethical, legal, socioeconomic and technological impli-

cations and topics for further investigation.

1.1 | Respect for patients as subjects

The Belmont Report8 bases respect for persons on dual imperatives

to treat individuals as autonomous agents, and to protect those with

diminished autonomy. Informed consent is a primary mechanism for

respecting autonomy in both research and clinical contexts. Classi-

cally, informed consent demands a triad of information, comprehen-

sion and voluntariness. Informed consent requirements are more

rigorous in research contexts because subjects do not benefit from

physicians' fiduciary duty of beneficence. In LHS, research participa-

tion is embedded in care, and de facto all patients serve as research

subjects. Traditional, in-person, prospective informed consent, with its

significant time and human resource consumption, is neither practical

nor desirable for the speed, volume, scale and risk profile of data-

driven research.9 Transparency and engagement are essential for

ensuring respect for persons in this setting.10 However, best practices

for transparency and engagement of patients when research is omni-

present and evolving are yet undefined.

Once patient data has been deidentified, studies using that data

are not considered human subjects research. Hence, investigators are

incentivized to use deidentified data because informed consent is not

required. Recent updates to the Common Rule (2017)2 added broad

consent as an alternative to reduce the burden of research on patient

data and tissue.11 In practice, broad consent may be combined with

deidentification to maximize ease of research operations while mini-

mizing patient and institutional risks. Explicit, but generic disclosure of

ongoing research on clinical data may be necessary for LHS.10 Today,

patients may not be informed of deidentified data use, or disclosure

may be limited to broad consent forms that incorporate unspecified

research.

Patients' consent to physician examinations and procedures to

generate clinical data and tissue specimens is predicated on trust.

Deidentification demonstrates respect for patients' privacy apropos

the extent of patients' exposure to the medical gaze in their most vul-

nerable moments. Figure 1 references The Scar Project, a photo series

depicting young breast cancer patients, widely recognized for unprec-

edented and “shockingly raw” exposure of the “visible world few have

seen:” the “true reality of cancer” (www.thescarproject.org). Here, the

unaltered portraits are shown alongside the same images in which the

subjects' eyes are covered, mimicking the privacy-preserving tech-

nique typical of medical texts. This figure may help illuminate how

deidentification may or may not maximize respect for persons when

sensitive health data are shared.

The Scar Project photographs symbolize the intimate and per-

sonal nature of clinical data and tissue, offering a powerful meta-

phor for patients' contributions to research through care. The

identified images in Figure 1 evoke transparency and trust, as the

subjects are consenting and engaged, aware of their vulnerability

and exposure, and contributing their data to learning that serves

their own interests and those of other patients. By contrast, the

subjects' consent and engagement are not readily apparent in the

deidentified images. When their eyes are covered, the viewer's

attention is drawn to the scar, away from the identifiable face of

the human subject. Likewise, patients' expectations of medical pri-

vacy may be discordant with the reality of distribution and use of

deidentified data under safe harbor policy. Systemic, nonvoluntary

secondary use as an ongoing background process may not be con-

sistent with transparency absent defined strategies for ensuring

comprehension of data use practices.

When prospective informed consent is not a viable or desirable

option, the return of results to patients could support transparency

regarding secondary data use. However, deidentification renders the

return of results difficult or impossible. In some cases, reidentification

would be technically straightforward, however, U.S. policy explicitly
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prohibits reidentification and contact of deidentified subjects, regard-

less of clinical actionability of findings. Therefore, deidentification

does not appear to support transparency or direct engagement of

patients as stakeholders in learning.

Deidentification facilitates the treatment of all clinical care as a

learning opportunity by reducing burdens traditionally associated with

human subjects research. Without informed consent, there is no

opportunity to opt out of secondary research. This is justified insofar

as risks and burdens of participation are minimized and no further

actions by patients are required.5,9 Deidentification enforces patients'

obligation to contribute to learning, consistent with the LHS ethical

framework.12 In the Belmont Report, persons with diminished auton-

omy are entitled to protection, where “the extent of protection

afforded should depend on the risk of harm and likelihood of benefit”
(Part B, Section 1).8 Respect for persons under this condition of

decreased autonomy requires protection of individuals' best interests

regarding potential benefits and corresponding risks of harm. Transla-

tional, patient-centered and next-generation precision medicine

research seek to produce real-time benefits relevant to the individuals

studied. Potential benefits of returning research findings may increas-

ingly outweigh the risk of harm from reidentification in these

contexts.

LHS patients have a secondary role as research subjects. Blocking

return of results, which may be timely and actionable, under the aus-

pices of privacy protection may not optimally balance risks and bene-

fits for individuals. Without ensuring the return of relevant results,

secondary benefits of learning from data and tissue collected for clini-

cal purposes may appear to trump the fiduciary duty to benefit an

individual with the products of their own care. Deidentification could

be considered dehumanizing if the advancement of generalizable

knowledge from a patient’s care takes precedence over that individ-

ual's welfare.

Current deidentification policy and practice may not be consistent

with transparency, engagement or translation of benefits required to

demonstrate respect for persons in LHS. Exemption of studies on

deidentified data from human subjects research regulations may

express a lack of appreciation for the individuals whose care is capital-

ized upon for the benefit of others. Without adequate transparency

and engagement, commercial use of deidentified data may appear

exploitative, particularly for individuals whose data or tissue have an

outsized value.13,14 Respect for patients in clinical settings requires a

dynamic and ongoing informed consent process sensitive to invasive-

ness, timeliness, risks and prospective benefits. Respect for patients

as subjects in an LHS may call for a similar approach.10

F IGURE 1 references The Scar Project, (www.thescarproject.org), courtesy of the photographer, a photo documentary of young breast
cancer patients. We provide this image as a heuristic to refer to with regard to our arguments about respect for persons, beneficence, justice and
how identification may or may not serve individuals with regard to these fundamental principles. Identified images are juxtaposed with one in
which the subjects' eyes are covered, a traditional privacy-preserving method widely used in medical textbooks
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1.2 | Promoting beneficence in learning health
systems

Learning from clinical data carries a risk of harm that may occur should

third parties gain unauthorized access to protected health information

(PHI), for which there is an expectation of privacy. Removal of speci-

fied identifiers reduces the risk of secondary data use to the small, but

non-zero, “possibility that de-identified data could be linked back to

the identity of the patient” (US Department of Health and Human

Services Office for Civil Rights [US HHS OCR] 2010).15 Safe harbor

for deidentified data has been widely utilized to decrease barriers to

learning. Research in an LHS is a public work to which everyone must

contribute and from which everyone should benefit.16 Knowledge has

advanced substantially, though there is no established metric for

assessing effectiveness or efficiency for maximizing benefits for con-

tributing patients. We consider the impact of deidentification on pri-

vacy preservation, learning, and translation as core elements of risk/

benefit calculus in LHS.

Massive amounts of identifiable health data now exist both within

and outside of traditional health care contexts. Removal of 18 identi-

fiers conceals a data subject’s identity to the human eye of a third-

party investigator, though the dataset remains detailed enough to be

unique to a specific person.17 For clinician-investigators who may

already know patients’ identities, remaining details in deidentified

records may be sufficient for reidentification. Meanwhile, the vastness

of data and the power of AI present challenges for genuine

deidentification of digital biospecimens for any prospective data user.

The possibility of third-party reidentification increases further via tri-

angulation with many publicly available datasets.18,19

Limited oversight for deidentified data use may increase the risk

of reidentification and potential misuse by third-parties. Researchers

may themselves to produce algorithms or other knowledge products

with unintended effects absent adequate ethical oversight. For exam-

ple, specific individuals may be identified and harmed, for example, via

denial of insurance benefits or other algorithmic biases, even if their

identities are never revealed to third parties. Deidentification of digital

biospecimens using legacy techniques may neither preserve the pri-

vacy of identity nor prevent downstream harms, in the era of big, mul-

timodal data and ever-advancing technologies.

Likewise, the Common Rule dictates that biospecimens “can be

used to generate information unique to individuals and therefore can-

not be truly deidentified”,11,20 thus informed consent is required for

secondary use. This statute does not apply retroactively to previously

deidentified banked samples, in which case identity protection relies

upon data users refraining from reidentification. Pursuant to the

acknowledged privacy risks, health systems and researchers increas-

ingly provide broad notifications of deidentified data use practices or

seek broad consent for use of deidentified data and tissue. Yet, while

informed consent may mitigate liability should patient identity be

compromised, privacy itself is not better protected. Broadly opting

out of secondary data or tissue use may not be feasible in our current

systems or desirable for long-term LHS goals. Practically speaking,

most users of deidentified datasets may be solely interested in what

they can learn from the data, rather than the application of that

knowledge to respective individuals, and may therefore have no

incentive to reidentify subjects.

Nevertheless, concerns about reidentification have spurred

efforts to improve privacy preservation via more advanced techniques

for concealing data subject identities. Anonymization is a technically

challenging option, which produces a dataset that is much less likely

to permit reidentification. Privacy risks are minimized, but there are

recognized compromises in data quality and value that limit prospec-

tive benefits.21,22 Alternate methods of protecting privacy, such as

encryption, pseudonymization or use of “honest brokers,”23 could

enable learning without compromising data quality. Despite advan-

tages for privacy, the increased cost, complexity and compromises of

these techniques disincentivize implementation absent a concrete

obligation to exceed existing regulatory requirements. Such efforts

may be onerous for investigators, and unlikely to be widely utilized

given the context of a regulatory safe harbor intended to ease barriers

to secondary data use. By comparison, traditional deidentification, in

which pre-set identifiers are removed from datasets before distribu-

tion and use, is quick and easy.

Today, secondary use of deidentified data and tissue is broadly

accepted: a normative background process occurring in parallel with

clinical care. Methods that rely on removing or obscuring underlying

identifying information functionally impoverish datasets.24,25 Such

practices may hinder continuous, global assessment of the data land-

scape, potentially reinforcing knowledge silos, preventing longitudinal

engagement and thereby limiting scientific progress.26 Researchers

utilize deidentified data for ease of access and minimization of over-

sight, however, removal of key identifiers makes datasets incomplete,

and compromises their value for learning. Preventing reidentification

and contact may also frustrate the seamless integration of new knowl-

edge into practice. A veil of deidentification between research and

care may be suboptimal from the perspective of an LHS which seeks

to maximize both learning and translational value.

In addition to challenges for identity protection and compromises

for learning, patients have indicated how deidentification only partially

protects the privacy of sensitive data and tissue.27 Bodily privacy and

dignity may be compromised when these data and tissue are shared,

even if identity is never exposed. Consider how the patients in

Figure 1 may feel if their deidentified images are distributed without

their explicit knowledge or consent. Though their identities are

concealed, they are still recognizable as individuals, similar to a

deidentified medical record. This thought experiment illustrates the

potential for violation of bodily privacy that is unmitigated by

maintaining the privacy of identity or broad consent for use of

deidentified data.

Protecting patients in research and iteration of clinical practice

requires oversight and peer review: planned inefficiencies that ensure

ethical treatment and optimal outcomes.15 In reality, inefficiency of

translation far exceeds beneficent intentions.28 Deidentification pro-

motes learning by reducing friction for data use but induces a compro-

mise in the quality of learning and efficiency of translation. LHS seeks

to realize precision medicine as the standard of care. This requires
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harmonization of research and clinical activities which may not be

optimized by deidentification, particularly as actionable findings are

increasingly produced (Figure 2). Forgoing IRB oversight and obliga-

tions to benefit patients from research on their own deidentified data

and tissue may not maximize benefits of LHS for individuals or soci-

ety, especially given the availability of alternative privacy-preserving

technologies that may render deidentification obsolete.29

1.3 | Distributive justice in LHS design

In the Belmont Report,8 justice is concerned with identifying a fair dis-

tribution of research benefits and burdens. The Report gives special

weight to both potential benefits and risks for immediate research

subjects. Accordingly, “an injustice occurs when some benefit to

which a person is entitled is denied without good reason or when

some burden is imposed unduly.”8 Thus, the potential for an individual

to benefit from their research participation factors into considerations

of justice, although the Report does not require patients to benefit

directly from their research contributions given expected delays

between learning and translation.30 Traditionally, the vision entailed

learning from current patients for the benefit of future patients: a pro-

cess that is beneficial and fair to patients overall.

Distributive justice in an LHS is founded on a compact, which

asserts that patients are obligated to contribute to learning as a condi-

tion of receiving care, and the health system is responsible for making

continuous improvements.2 LHS implementation begins with all

patients inheriting an immediate and inescapable duty to contribute

their data and tissue to learning for the sake of future patient-facing

benefits. The health system simultaneously adopts an obligation to

translate resulting knowledge for the benefit of patients overall,

though the fulfillment of the duty is neither immediate nor enforce-

able. There are no predetermined metrics to ascertain the efficiency

or effectiveness of the learning-translation cycle, and the potential for

specific patients' care to improve as a result of their research contri-

butions is not addressed through this mechanism.

Safe harbor aims to unlock the societal benefits of learning from

data by reducing both risks for individuals and burdens for

researchers. Deidentification ensures that patients fulfill their duty to

contribute to learning as no one is exempt from secondary use of their

deidentified data. The minimal risks and passive nature of participa-

tion in data-driven research reduce the concerns regarding burdens

for individual subjects. Universal inclusion of patients in data-driven

research may therefore alleviate justice concerns regarding equitable

subject selection, though it does not ensure equitable distribution of

research benefits. The core ethical challenge for LHS emerges as

patients are obligated to contribute, though there are no assurances

that the health system will justly distribute the benefits of learning,

either with respect to individuals or society.

The Belmont Report stipulates that, for therapeutic devices and

procedures developed via government-funded research, “justice
demands both that these not provide advantages only to those who

can afford them and that such research should not unduly involve per-

sons from groups unlikely to be among the beneficiaries of subse-

quent applications of the research.”8 Given the lack of universal

health care and disparities in access to cutting-edge treatment for

U.S. populations,7,28 underserved individuals may experience a less

favorable ratio of benefits to burdens for research on deidentified

data. Safe harbor may contribute to disparities by producing generaliz-

able knowledge from care without mechanisms to ensure equal access

to resulting benefits. Further, more advanced disease creates greater

learning opportunities, suggesting that patients whose presentations

are delayed due to limited access to care may contribute dispropor-

tionately to knowledge advancement. The historical pattern in which

“the burdens of serving as research subjects fell largely upon poor

ward patients, while the benefits of improved medical care flowed pri-

marily to private patients4” may be replicated in an LHS that obligates

all patients to contribute to learning but does not maintain the prove-

nance of duty to benefit individuals from their specific contributions.

Studies that produce results, which are most likely to be clinically

actionable for deidentified subjects31 may raise the most distributive

justice concerns should deidentification present legal or practical bar-

riers for translation.32,33 Figure 3 illustrates the flow of value in an LHS

which systematically leverages clinical data and tissue as byproducts of

care with an infrastructure, which may allow a disproportionate flow of

benefits to advantaged institutions and individuals. When all patients

are subjects, justice may require further attention to ensuring universal

access to the fruits of the research enterprise. When deidentified

F IGURE 2 Efficiency & effectiveness of learning health system
design

F IGURE 3 Lifecycle of benefit in learning health system (LHS)
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patient data and tissue are developed through collaboration with pri-

vate corporations, the absence of obligations to ensure universal access

to commercial products may permit a stark disparity between under-

served individuals' contributions to and benefits from the LHS.

Safe harbor for deidentified data presumes that patients as a

whole benefit from advancements in generalizable knowledge and

health technology. Yet, since the mass digitization of U.S. health

records and ensuing secondary use of deidentified data, health ineq-

uities and mortality have increased.7,30 Routine deidentification of

patient data and tissue for administrative convenience during second-

ary research may contribute to this discordance.

First, safe harbor as a structural mechanism for learning from care

does not address disparities in its risk/benefit calculus. Second, by

accelerating learning processes in the absence of a mechanism for

ensuring a just distribution of benefits, asymmetric translation may be

exaggerated. Third, deidentification could hinder our ability to recog-

nize existing or new disparities affecting LHS patients by shielding

researchers from identifiers that are essential for characterizing mar-

ginalized populations. Further, universal inclusion of deidentified sub-

jects and lack of IRB oversight may allow researchers to focus on

populations of interest or convenience at their own discretion, poten-

tially enabling an unfair distribution of resources and attention to

health issues affecting privileged groups.

Barriers to direct translation of research results may manifest in

knowledge asymmetries across the LHS, particularly as precision medi-

cine and other next-generation research findings are relevant to individ-

uals. Prohibiting reidentification and contact in the event of clinically

actionable, potentially timely results may be disproportionately burden-

some for underserved individuals. The most appropriate scheme for justly

distributing benefits to LHS patients remains undefined and may vary

based on context. However, both what is owed to specific individuals

and how our LHS design helps mitigate preexisting structural injustices

must be priorities for a system that aspires to maximize efficiency, effec-

tiveness and justice in its integration of research and care. The unprece-

dented trend in decreasing life expectancy for the U.S. population that

has precipitated in tandem with advancing platform-based learning may

reflect an underlying structural injustice in our LHS.34 Despite its adminis-

trative convenience, safe harbor for deidentified data may not produce a

ratio of benefits and burdens that optimally serves patients as it decou-

ples learning from any requirement to share what is learned for the bene-

fit of those who rendered it possible.

2 | LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Patients are subjects by design in an LHS. The corresponding ethical

framework seeks to synthesize the duties of research and care. Safe har-

bor for deidentified data is a prominent strategy for integrating these

adjacent domains. We have highlighted potential challenges for using

deidentification to facilitate learning from care vis-a-vis respect, benefi-

cence and justice. Yet, deidentification practices embedded in current

ethical, socioeconomic, technological and legal norms may present

seemingly insurmountable barriers to reimagining the status quo. Signifi-

cant normative and empirical considerations must be addressed if an

alternative to deidentification is sought for the future of LHS.

Deidentification is a particular manner of reconciling clinical and

research ethics. However, the optimal approach to respect patients as

subjects in an LHS remains undetermined, and potentially varies sub-

stantially across settings. Contemporary data-driven research and the

vast amount of health data created in clinical and non-clinical contexts

have complicated our reliance on informed consent as the primary

means of respecting patients as subjects. Traditional notions of consent

and associated voluntariness of research participation do not comport

with the LHS obligation for patients to contribute their data and tissue

to systemic learning. Instead, transparency and engagement become

key for centering patients as persons and protecting their best interests

in these instances of diminished autonomy regarding research participa-

tion. We propose an exploration of a “reasonable patient” standard that

may be useful for guiding intuitions regarding ideal transparency and

engagement at various points throughout the LHS lifecycle.

New models and technologies may be necessary for

implementing LHS values within the digitally integrated care-research

setting. Challenging deidentification for an LHS may prompt reconsid-

eration of how we conceptually and practically integrate various

learning activities into care. Whereas current LHS models may focus

on benefits to society and risks to individuals, an approach grounded

in patient care may be necessary to balance benefits for individuals

and risks for society. More work is needed to develop the conceptual

basis of novel roles of patient-qua-subject and physician-qua-

researcher, and how to interpret the fiduciary duties thereby

attached. For example, the standard view that publication is

researchers' only responsibility for ensuring translation of their

research into practice needs to be interrogated within this LHS frame-

work.10 Development of pathways to enable timely disclosure of clini-

cally actionable findings to deidentified patients and their physicians

must be prioritized, including incorporation into funding mechanisms.

Socializing LHS values is critical for implementation. Normaliza-

tion of secondary use of deidentified data and tissue for general learn-

ing without specific duties to benefit respective individuals supports

safe harbor as a fixture of the LHS infrastructure. The true extent of

safe harbor's social acceptability is unknown, however, as secondary

uses of clinical data and tissue may not be fully appreciated by most

patients. Broad but discrete disclosures regarding ongoing secondary

use of deidentified data or tissue may be insufficient for transparency

and engagement, especially in light of normative expectations of med-

ical privacy and the primacy of clinical concerns in the patient experi-

ence. Centering patients and physicians as stakeholders at the nexus

of both learning and translation will be essential for the evolution of

the culture surrounding simultaneous learning and care. Further inves-

tigations should explore how to best deliver a transparent, engaged

model of learning that works with, not merely about, patients, apropos

current technology and pace of learning within the broader social con-

text in which citizens are data subjects.

Elsewhere, we have suggested that innovations in information

technology, like blockchain and privacy-preserving computation, could
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inform and may be central to ethical LHS design.35,36 Holistically,

these innovations have the potential to minimize tensions between

data privacy and utility, and they may provide enhanced trust, trans-

parency and security of health data supply chains. Substantial invest-

ment will be required to optimize and scale these technologies for

LHS. As with other technical solutions (eg, encryption for privacy

preservation,37), a new standard of care and compliance enforcement

may be required for adoption. Development of automated processes

for embedding the return of results into the LHS architecture may be

essential for feasibility. Non-trivial challenges remain for engineering

and deployment of a system that optimizes privacy, learning and

translation.

By obligating patients to contribute to learning as a condition of

care, the ethical framework of LHS implies that research participation is

a civic duty rather than a voluntary act. Legal protections of patients and

subjects may need to be updated accordingly to ensure a just distribu-

tion of benefits and burdens. Safety regulations and liability reform

should also address new risks related to the rapid iteration of clinical

practice and potential vulnerabilities of a new era in which learning at

scale aims to inform precision insights rather than generalizable knowl-

edge. Safe harbor for deidentified data traverses several major US stat-

utes and corresponding regulations, however, its elimination for the

sake of advancing an ethical LHS may come at too high a cost. Increased

IRB oversight for deidentified data may be necessary, and treating all

research on patient data as human subjects research may be an appro-

priate next step. Legal alternatives to safe harbor may include an exten-

sion of covered entity status with enhanced security requirements for

identified datasets or updated criteria for deidentification under HIPAA

and refinement of broad consent or enhanced benefit distribution

requirements for deidentified subjects under the Common Rule.

We focus on U.S. policy, however, the ethics of learning from

deidentified patients must be considered for LHS worldwide. For

example, countries with universal health care and other regulatory

and cultural norms may alter the calculus of risks and benefits. Exami-

nation of E.U. experiences regarding implementation of informed con-

sent and data protection mandated by GDPR may inform U.S. policy

development.38 The advancement of international ethical standards

for health data is a priority, particularly as the ultimate vision of LHS is

a global phenomenon and the potential exploitation of patients-qua-

subjects in poorer nations may be of particular concern.39

One important function of deidentification is to facilitate the use

of clinical care to accelerate the development of health technolo-

gies.40 Commercial uses of deidentified and broadly consented data

or tissue under the 21st Century Cures Act4 may be bolstered by

comprehensive legislation to ensure that these publicly funded,

crowd-sourced advances are available to patients regardless of payer

status. Legal standards surrounding data ownership and intellectual

property are priorities for further study. The next steps may include

advancement of mechanisms to ascertain the effectiveness and distribu-

tive justice regarding the systemic use of data and tissue to advance col-

lective interests. Further work may also prioritize engagement of diverse

audiences on the view of data and tissue produced during clinical care as

an asset to be invested, rather than a byproduct to be donated.

3 | CONCLUSIONS

Safe harbor for deidentified data facilitates learning, but it is not with-

out tradeoffs. Fiduciary duties to benefit patients are the premise of

clinical data and tissue collection.

By separating systemic secondary use of these assets from their

primary purpose, deidentification may not adequately respect patients

as subjects. Further, deidentification may not sufficiently protect pri-

vacy or maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of learning from

care at scale. Policies restricting reidentification and contact appear to

hinder the direct implementation of individually relevant insights. LHS

architecture relying on deidentification may not optimally distribute

benefits and burdens, potentially exaggerating existing disparities. A

structurally just LHS has a duty to ensure equitable translation, and

learning infrastructure must address the potential for the asymmetry

between individuals' contributions and benefits. Despite its

established advantages, deidentification may not optimize respect,

beneficence or justice for patients and subjects-- and it may no longer

be necessary. Novel technological approaches could improve privacy

protection as well as the utility and value of learning from care. Ethical

and legal alternatives to current safe harbor policies may be essential

for maximizing efficiency, effectiveness and justice for patients as

contributors to and beneficiaries of learning in LHS of the future.
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